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COMPARISON OF SYSTEM SIMULATIONS
BY DIGITAL AND ANALOGUE

COMPUTERS

by BERNARD de NEUMANN and BARRY PETTICAN

Inuesti,gations into the Tterformance capabiliti,es and, behaaiour qf compler
systems (Jor erample a serao system) are generally not easily carried, out in
the form of an a,ruilAtical study because the calculations inaolaed, mag be

extremely labori,ous, and, the characteri,sti,cs of the conlponent parts of the
system, suck as non-linearities may not read,ily lend themselues to soluti,on by
simTtle mathematical methods . In these cases it is usual to resort to some
method, of sim,ulati,on to faci,litate stud,y oJ the system characteristi,cs of dnterest-
Thi,s article compares the rela.tiue merits of analogue and, d,igitt:r,|, computer
sinzulati,on an(J giues eaamples of the use of each.

Ilefnition of Simulation

In order to perform a simulation of the behaviour of a system* it is
necessary to have a model of that system which reflects its essential
properties, and which is amenable to experiments tha,t would be impossible,
impractical, or too costly to perform on the actual system.

Simulation is the operation and exploration ofa model with the purpose
of obtaining insight into the beha,viour of the system under consideration.

Inhoiluction anrl Backgrourrl

The main purpose of this a,rticle is to compare the utilities of electronic
digital computer simula,tions and electronic analogue computer simulations.
Simulation, inthe widest sense ofthe word has been a pastime of mankind
since the dawn of civilisation, and whilst it is our main aim to discuss only

* A system is an orga,nized or self-orga,nizing sbt of prrrpoeivo, possibly abstmct, compon -
ents which intera,ct one with another, and possibly as a, whole with the system's envfuonment.
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simulation by.Somputer we will mention a few examples from outside this
limited field when it is expedient.

Darly work in the field of analogue computation was carried out by
Lord Kelvin during the latter part ofthe 19bh century when he attempted
to solve a second-orderdifferential equation by using a mechanical method
of integration. The basis of the mechanical integrator he employed is
illustrated in X'ig. l; it can be seen that the variable quantities are dis-
placements, either linear or rotational, of different parts of the mecha,nism.
The sum or difference of two shaft displa,ceinents may be evaluated with

,osr'or)

o, (osc l.rcr:Lrn verocrrr)

Fig. 1. Whz?l and, d,isc integralor.

lhe 1{ 9f a differential gearbox and this device was also put into use by
Lord Kelvin in attempting to solve his problem. Consider the second-order
differentia,l equation for simple haimonic motion,

d2yldt2 +y : 0 i.e. d,2gldt2 : -.A.
If a displacement rcpresentlng d,zg ldt2 is applied as an input to a mechanical
integrator, the output displacement is proportional to d,u ld,t; if this is now
connected to a second integrator stage the resulting output is proportional
to gr. A sign reversal, in this case a reversal of direction of movemint gives
-gr. This represents the right-ha,nd side of the equation to be solved.
Kelvin's original work attempted the solution by continually updating
the input, in an attempt to make it equal to the output from the-systei
obtained from the preceding input. It was not for sonne time that he
realised the equa,tion could be continuously solved by having a direct
mechanical connection between input and output, because this compels
d,2g lillz to equal minus r7.

_ 
Kelvin was unsuccessful in producing a solution in this way becarlse of

the frictional problems and lack of torque associated with the mechanisms
he was employing, despite modiffcations which were made to the mecha_
nism of the integrator by his brother George Thompson in an attempt to
overcome the difficr ties.

The idea of closing a loop in the,ma,nner conceived by Kelvin is funda -
menta,l to many analogue and digita.l computer simulations.
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At about the saule time Charles Babbage was designing a machine to
evaluate mathematical tables by successive difference methods. This device'
which employed different sizes oftoothed wheels to perform addit'ions and

subtractions, was an elementaty mechanical digital computer, and within
its limited capabilities was a sat'isfactory, but slow, method of automatic
calculation.

The main impetus to the field of analogue a,nd digital computation was

obtained from the military requirements of the Second World War. The
Unitetl States Anny required gunnery tables &nd attempts were made to
produce thern by simulating ballisti.c trajectories with the aid of the
rnechanical differential analyser' This contained sophisticated versions of
the mechanical integrators employed by Lord Kelvin which were able to
work satisfactorily under closed-lot,p conditions. Howevet, there were

disadvantages, the principal ones being its slowness and noise-corrupted
results, and consequently the Army planned to supersede it with an all
electronic sequence-controlled cornputer, the ENTAC.

The nruc was not completed until 1946, t'oo late for the war, and so was

used for a variety of other tasks including work on the H-bomb. The

nnrec, being the first computer of its kind, had a number of deficiencies,

particularlyits small store and its clumsy programming by plug boards.
nrquc did, however, demonstrate that it was possible to assemble usefully
very complex equipment (nlrec had 20,000 valYes and required a 200 kW
power supply), and spurred Johnny von Neumann and his collaborators to
design the first stored program digital computer, the llv.Lc.(l) The

novec had its internal logical structure specified in terms of the Mc-

Culloch Pitts neuron-a "theoretical" neuron that was postulated in a
famous analysis of brain function.(2) One can thus rather loosely say that'
the elect'ronic digit'al computer derives from a simulation of the hrain'

The introduction of the general-purpose high-speed digital computer
had a, deleterious effect on mechanical methods of computation and they
never recovered. In parallel with the work on ENL{c, Norbert Wiener, the
father of cybernetics, was working on t'he problem ofproducing automa'tic

fire-cont'rol predict'ors for ant'i-aircraft bat'teries, and it is from these

devices tha,t the modern electronic analogue computers are derived'
Simulat'ion provides a metr,ns for ext'ending the realm of experimentation,

and facilitates exploration of the performance of an engineering system

without having the hardware availa,ble. It enables idea's to be tested

which may result in catast'rophic fa,ilures or incur great expen'se if tested

on the real system. Any system may be simulated providing the physical

and mathematical laws governing the behaviour of its component parts
are understood; of course simulation ca,n be abused, and ma'y produce bad
predictions if care is not taken to ensure that all the relevant physical

Lws and dependencies are taken into consideration. Indeed simulation'
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as a technique is probably most useful when it is used to analyse the
performance of a system which consists of many "well understood,' parts
which interact in a, complicated ma,nner. Basically simulation enables one
to explore the question "What would be the result of . . . . " in a manrrer
which is often cheaper than experimenting on the actual system, if it
already exists.

Scope of Simulation

Analogue simulation as a field includes scale model testing such as
wind-tunnel experiments on models of high velocity projectiles, or the
determination of a ship's hull stability chara,cteristics from models in
large water tanks. An early example of this was the use of the orrery,
which consisted of a, model of the solar system, with the principal bodies
mounted on arms which were driven by a complicated gearing amange-
ment, and which was used to predict eclipses. A further example derives
from wartime research and involved testing Bames Wallis's ingenious idea
.of a bouncing bomb ; the bomb's feasibility was initially tested by la,r.urching
marbles on to the water surface of a butt in his garden, and later on a
grander scale in the water tanks a,t the Hydra,ulic Research Station at
?eddington. However, we will confire ourselves to the consideration of
simulation on devices that have been constructed specifically for the
solution of mathematically defined problems, and ,which operate on
priuciples which are in general independent of the physical nature of the
problem. Such devices go back at least as far as 1876 when Lord Kelvin
designed and built a tide predictor that wa,s based upon his mechanical
integrator.

Digital simulation has been utilized extensively since 1944 when it was
used in the development of the atomic bomb, and has developed into a
large and profitable pastime. The colourful term "Monte-Carlo method,,
stems from 1944 and is often applied to a digital simulation which depends
upon stochastic information. This represents a depa,rture from its original
mea,ning; formerly it was the code na,me given by Johnny von Neumann
to a particular technique used in solving the neutron transport equations
for the Manha,ttan project to build an atomic bomb, however this diferent
meaning seems to have become almost universally accepted.

In the ea,rly days of the "super" (hydrogen bomb) project, research
effort wa,s directed at the approach advocated by Edward Teller. Stan
Ula,m and Johlny von Neumann had the task to independently simulate
the reaction. However, both simulations demonstrated that the proposed
device was not feasible a,nd it was thus abandoned. Later Stan Ula,m
conceived the idea which was to form the basis of the "super,, and the
efficacy of his scheme was verified bv further simulations.
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Nowadays the nlbteorological Office's computers sinrulate t'he genesis
and subsequent motion of the barotropic vortices of the earth's atmos -
phere, and the resulting informa,t'ion is used to produce weather forecasts
which are of great economic and social benefit, to the community. Multi -
sector mathematical models of the economy have been constmcted and
refined for the past' for"t'y years and the more realistic of these are used by
government' advisers to simulate the effects, and determine the most
expedient, ofvarious policies that have been designed t'o steer the economy
towards a, particular goal, usually in t'he shortest possible time. The Road
Research La,boratory has utilized computer simulation in its analysis of
different tvpes of road intersect'ions and traffic light strategies, in an effort
to increase traffic flow. The effect on the tid&l flow ofthe River Thames of
the Maplin project (to build an airport, dock a,nd industrial complex off
Foulness in t'he estuary) and the proposed Thames barrage has been
simulated by both digital and a,nalogue methods.

There are many other instances where simula,tion has been profitably
applied such a,s in geophysics, astro-physics, mathematical biology,
oceanography, nucleat teactor design, hydrodynamics, communications
engineering, and the Apollo and Concorde projects probably could not.
have functioned wirhout it. Further examples occur in war-gaming and
business-gaming where an individual tests his abilities and st'rategies
against' sinulated adversaries, and a,lso in "world dynamics" where the
effects on the earth's future ecological stability, of such t'hings as a reduc -
tion in the birthrate in 1980 say, or the discovery of a new pollution free
fuel, or the availability of an inexhaustible supply of food are simulated.
Indeed it is difrcult to imagine that our present society could exist without
the tremendous assistance t'hat is derived from these simulations, which
a,re generally only possible with the availability of digital computers.
Possible future applica,tions are in t'he fields of genetic and molecular
engineering where, for exanple, it would be desirable to simulate t'he

effects of possible changes in the struct'ure of DNA, or det'ermine t'he

cha,racteristics of a new chemica,l compound.
The tremendous demand for digital computer simulations has made it

essential for "high level" simulation languages to be implernented on
digit'al computers. Instances of these languages are csMP (Continuous
System Modelling Program), survc (Simula,tion Language), PANsY

(Program for the Analysis of Non-linear Systems), srenn (Simulation
Program for the Analysis of Differential Equat'ions) and MoDSrxr (Modu -
lated System Simulation). sru.ll (See Appendix l) and ruolsnr are the
languages that are used by the Marconi Company on its ICL System 4-7O
and were developed by the Mathematical Physics Group of the GEC-
Marconi Electronics Resea,rch Laboratqries. All of these languages enable a
user to specify in a simple form the system which he wishes to analyse, and
the range of conditioqs over which he desires the simulation.
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Tunrlanentale jef Digital Simulation

In order to implement any task on a digital computer it is necessary to
define the task in terms of an available computer language such as
x'oRrRAN or ALGoL. ft was found that simulation tasks were often only
clumsily programmed'in terms of these languages, and so special simu-
lation languages and programs evolved a,nd have becorne the basic
entities for digital simulation of complex dynamical systems. These
languages allow the user to specify his problem in a simulation-polarized
manner; that is in terms of "built in" idealised abstract, building-blocks
such as integrators, summers, limiters a,nd the like which occur in "non-
ideal" form in practice. An example is the spann la,nguage, which was
developed within the Marconi Company, and which allows fa,irly general
IoRTRAN-like statements to be written in the definition of the problem;
spenn ha,s all the usual nontlelr functions available, as well as a selection
'of logical operators, the "standard" non-linearities and a selection of
other "black boxes" (see Appendix 1).

Most digital simulations of dynamical phenomena rely on the ability of
the computer to integrate numerically possibly large sets of simultaneous
diferential equations. Thesema,ybe cha,ra,cterized by the vector differential
€quation:

y' : f(y,,) with y(0) : yo, (t)
which may be solved numerically by a, variety of different methods. The
most, elementary numerical method for solving equa,tion (1) is to use the
approximation :

Y"+1 : Y" + A'f(Yn' ,?,A')'

which is an application of the elementary approximation:

lJ + Ls : u + (d'uldr) L".

Genera,lly the numerical solution of equa,tion (I) is quite straight forward,
however, there exists a number of pitfalls to trap the unwary which we will
not go into here. It is to combat these that some highly sophistica,ted
techniques have been designed in recent years. As one might expect the
most emcient (fastest) technique varies from problem to problem and it is
because of this characteristic that a spectrum of techniques is usually made
a,vaila,ble within a simulation program.

The power of a digital simulation program is rea,lly only limited by the
size of the computer on which it is implemented. tr'or example, on the
Marconi 4-70, spenn could in theory handle up to the order of 10,000
simultaneous differential equations, though it is doubtful that the simula-
tion would be completed in a sensible time. Roughly the time to simulate
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on a digital compubr goes up linearly with the number of integrations,
whereas it remains constant on an analogue computer.

Within the Marconi Company there exists a further simulation program,
rrolsnr which is used for simulating communications systems, mainly in
the frequency domain, by utilizing the Fast X'ourier Transform*. This
program evolved from a "Monte Ca,rlo" simulation of a multi-channel
telephone link, and is usecl to great effect for the prediction ofthe perform -
ances of communications systems.

It is possible to use MoDSTM to simulate the steady-state periodic
beha,viour of non-linear systems (see Appendrx 2). The technique used has
proved to be a very fast and accurate means of obtaining results from
mildly non-linear systems, such as transistor amplifiers{a) a,nd phaselock
loops. 

r,e. z. "."i_+T".
Funrlamentale of Electronic Analogue Simulation - 

-T-.--
..........

-
The analogue computer has one basic unit which may be adapted to

provide a, number of different characteristics. The ba,sic unit is a high 
gain d.c. amplifier. The essential qualities ofthe ampliffer are (i) a high 
voltage gain ofthe order of 106, (ii) a high input impedance (greater 
than 10MQ),
(iii) a low output impedance (a few tens of ohms), (iv) a low drift rate 
or d.c. offset (to achieve this, chopper sta,bilised amplifiers are often used) 
and
(v) a wide bandwidth, since this will impose a restriction on the 
maximum operating frequency of the computer system.

Diagrammatically the amplifier may be represented as Fig. 2.
Since the amplifier has a very high gain represented by G the input

voltage 7" will tend to zero for all values of Zo within the linea,r operating
region, i.e. the amplifier input is a o'ifiual earth. The amplifier a,lso provides
a polarity reversal (inversion) between input and output. Consider 
the amplifier connected as shown in Fig. 3. If the input impedance 
is very high no effective current will flow into the ampliffer, and Ohm's 
law gives:

(v n- v 
")lBtu 

: (v.- y ;l Rf.

(2)

Also:

i.e.

Vo: *G V-

V": -VolG.

Rf

ris.3. -. l* I.w--r-]c>4<v."I ,.+ " 1".'"_- 1-

* The Fast Fou er Tmnsform is a highly efficient technique for calculating the Discrcte
Fourier Transform

/. - (li N, >l 1d'- x,, wher" o : e\p (i2zlN)
and

nt = o, t, 2 . .,. \N _t),
$hen N is composite (that is decomposable into a large number of integer facto$.)
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Substitutif! in equation (2) gives:

lv h+ (v ol4)ll Rb : -l(v olq\ + v oll Rt

V hl nd : - {V ol & + V ol GR) + v ol(cR ;}.
ff G is very large:

that is:
V6lR6x -Vol&r,

Volv h: -RtlRt'
Providing the input impedance and the gain of the amplifier are very

high, the voltage gain of the arrangement in X'ig. 3 is given by the ratio of
the feedback and input resistor va,lues.

Ftg.4. "
, f{ts]"

-r'-..:. --iil-]-ft.,-I--------" ","1 v' lu."____-f-
By simila,r argument, for a number of input resistors a,s shom in tr'ig. 4

it ca,n be shown that

-Vo: V tRrlBt+ V 2RrlR2+ V B&tlns.

When a,ll resistor values are equal the ar:rangement provides a voltage
summing device, i.e.,

Vo : yr+ V"+ V".

Consider the case wheye the feedback resistor R, is replaced by a capacitor
C as in X'ig. 5.

Assuming infinite amplifier gain and input, impedance:

Vhlnh: - 'it
a,nd since the ampliffer input is a virtual earth:

t: c(dvolitt\,
o.r

VblRh: -C(d'Voldt),
OI

vo: _QRh\-llV".dt.

Thus the output voltage is directly proportional to the time integral of the
input voltage.
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These two ampliftr contrguations, n'igs. 4 a,nd 5, ale the basic building
blocks of all electronic analogue computer models.

It can be seen from the previous calculations that the accuracy of an
electronic analogue computer is dependent on the quality of its opera,tional
amplifiers and the accuracy of the input and feedback component values.
The low output impedance of the amplifiers enables several other amplifier
configurations to be connected to the output without affecting the opera -
tional characl,eristics of the device.

Iig. 6. Deaal zone characterist'ics.

Fi.g. 7. I'ohage limiter.

More sophisticated networks may be connected to the input and used as

feedback components on the amplifiers (to provide more complicated
transfer functions) and non-linear functions may be generated by the
applica,tion of non-linea,r components to the input or feedba,ck circuits.
An example of a non-linear component which may be used in this way is
a diode. This is frequently used for the generation of dead zones or volta,ge
limiters as shown in Figs. 6 and 7.

The resistor chains producing the "break point" voltages for the non-
linear characteristics shown in Figs. 6 and 7 are frequently produced by
employing potentiometers built in to the computer, the diodes being
connected to the wipers of the potent'iometers.

In order that a problem may be set up on an analogue computer it is
necessary that the relationships governing the beha,viour of the system to
be investigated can be expressed mathematically; or alternatively, a
block diagram of the system can be drawn representing the system as a
number of simple linear or non-linear functional blocks, which ma,y then
be tra,nslated into an equivalent arrangement expressible in the form of
simple transfer functions of the types obtainable with analogue amplifier
configurations. An example of a bloc\ diagram for part of a hytlraulic-
mechanical serwo system is shown in Tig. 8; and T'ig. 9 shows the analogue
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computer diailram for simulation of the same system. All of the amplifier
output voltages in the simulation are representative of a particular
physical quantity existing in the roal system, for example, the output
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voltage of aml*ifier 3 in tr'ig. 9 represents motor shaft velocity and the
voltage of am$lifier g represents torque available to accelera,te the load.
The question then arises as to how much velocity, torque etc. is represented
by a, particula,r value of voltage at these points. The scale factors to be
a,pplied at the various points are easily calcula,ted where purely linear
systems are to be simulated since all the quantities will he,ve the same
relationships with each other irrespective of the input signal levels applied.

This is not the case where non-linear functions are included in the model;
then a, scale fa,ctor must be a,llocated to one of these functions fust, all
other scale fa,ctors being determined from that for the chosen non-linearity.
In the example in Fig. 9 the transmission dead zone was scaled so that, I
volt was equiva,lent to I minute of arc. A typical linear operating range
ofoutput voltage for analogue computer amplifiers is 1 100 volts, a,nd caie
must be taken to ensure that no amplifier output will saturate during the
simulation. In some ca,ses therefore, considerable juggling of scale factors
and amplifier gains a,nd time constants is necessary to produce a rnodel
which works satisfactorily over a wide dynamic range.

The interconnections between inputs a,nd outputs of the amplifier
blocks comprising the model are normally made by inserting wire links on
some type of pa,tch panel. In some computer systems a number of detach-
able patch panels is provided so that several different models may be
constructed and interchanged on the computer with comparative ease. fn
this type of ma,chine the operational components for example, potentio-
rneters, diodes and close-tolerance resistors and ca,pacitors are built in to
t'he machine and it is necessary to re-set potentiometers when inter-
changing patch panels. To maintain accuracy, provision is made to set up
the values of the potentiometer ra,tios with the wiper connected to any
input and loading resistors used in the model so that loading effects are
taken into account. It is usual for the independent variable in a,n analogue
computer model to be real time, but a problem may be arranged so that
the computer works in sca,led time, for example, time constants in the
model may be made, say, 1,000 times larger tha,n realitv so that one second
on the ana,logue computer compares with one millisecond on the real
system. This facility is useful when a model is to be made of a fast system
which may possess components having wider bandu,idths tha,n the amplifier
in the analogue computer.

Inputs to the model may be injected directly from a waveform genela,tor
and may take the form ofsine-waves, square-waves or ramps. Outputs may
be monitored on an oscilloscope or some form of chart recorder. Ifrequired
a transfer function analyser may be directly connected to the model to
obtain the gain and phase response of any desired part ofthe arrangement.

Mentionhasbeenmade of two non-linea,r functions whichmaybeproduced
with the aid of suitable input or feetlback components. In addition special
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auxiliary units marit be used in coniunction with the operational amplifier
to obtain other non-linear functions; examples of these are analogue
multipliers, sine/cosine resolvers and diode function-generators; the latter
using biassed diodes to switch in different input, and feedback resistor
values to vary the overall gain of the arra,ngement according to different
input or output voltages. In this way a non-linear input/output characteris -
tic is obtained by constructing it with a, number ofstraight line a,pproxima -
tions.

Analogue computers rra,ry in size from small portable units, with as few
as five operationa,l amplifiers, which are frequently used for educational
purposes, to large installations containing many hundreds of amplifiers
and occupying four or five free standing cabinets.

Comparisons Between Digital anrl Analogue Methoils of Simulation

tr'irst of all it is appropriate to discuss the versatility of the main types
of computer. The analogue computer is a rather specialised piece of
equipment which has only a low adaptability compared with the digita,l
computer. This is not to say that the analogue computer is not useful, it
is often ideal for simulating continuous dynamic systems in which accuracy
plays a, small pa,rt, but this is only a, very restricted field of the realm of
the digital computer. The digita,l computer can in principle solve any
problem that the analogue computer can ha,ndle, though sometimes at
grea,ter direct cost. Digital computers a,re however extremely versatile. In
1936 Alan Turing showed that there exists an axiomatic finite-state
machine which can in principle perform any given algorithmic procedure.(a)
He also demonstrated the mathematical existence ofa finite-state automa -
ton which could simulate the behaviour of any other par"Licular finite-state
automaton.* On the ba,sis of these theorems one might be tempted to
think that the digital computer can in principle solve a,ny problem. This
is not the case, and Turing also showed that it is impossible to construct
a digital automaton that could determire infallibly whether another
digital a,utomaton would ever complete its execution of an arbitrary
algorithm.

The versatile algorithmic ability of the digital computer has made it
increasingly indispensable to business opera,tions during the pa,st 25 years
and it has now become relatively easy to obtain access via a terminal, sq
that, providing the computer system is programmed to work with one of
the high level simulation languages, no additional computer hardware is
needed to produce a simulation of any type of system tha,t the user wishes

* It is tho existonce of this theorem which allows r.oRTnaN, ALcoL anal oth€r computer
lerguages to be implemented on digits,l compute?s and which makes digitat computers such
powerful simulators.
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to investigate.,{t is also possible (within the restrictions imposed by the
computer streaming system) for a number of users to work with a, large
number of complicated simulations simultaneously. The digital computer
does not simulate in real time and therefore it is necessary to re-enter the
program for ea,ch set .of parameter changes in the model, in order to
determine their effects. This may be rather expensive if the model is
complicated and consumes a large arnount of computer time, and for this
reason it is necessary to exercise care a,nd selectivity in the system varia -
tions investigated wherever this problem ocburs.

Since all variables in the digital simulation are stored as numbers which
represent the instantaneous state of the system a,t a point in time, there
are no problems associated with unintentional saturation or limiting as
may occur during the running of an analogue simula,tion. Output data is
obtained as a ta,ble of dependent variables displayed at selected points of
the independent variable. It is then often possible to examine the output
r.ariables with the aid of an interactive video display, and analyse and
plot interesting results as desired from the display.

Digital computer simulations are isolated from the external environment
and numerical integration methods, although basically a,pproximations,
will not suffer from the drift problems occurring in analogue computer
integrators. Values of the variables occuning in the simulations may be
stored indefinitely within the computer and conditions occuning at any
instanta,neous value ofthe independent variable ma,y be precisely repeated
at a lat'er date if required.

A digital computer used within the context of this a,rticle cannot be
interfaced with actual hardware a,lthough certain computers which attempt
to combine the advantages of both analogue and digital systems may be
interfaced via D-A and A D converters, with either hardware or other
analogue computer amplifiers. In this case the overa,ll system is described
as hybrid.

It is necessa,ry to be able to describe the performance of any particula,r
component within the digital simulation in the form of a mathematica,l
or physical law although in some cases, if a direct law is not available, it
is possible to make the computer interpolate orrer a discretely measured
characteristic.

Analogue computers need a large number of expensive operational
a,mplifiers to enable complex simulations to be investiga,ted, and for'this
reason unless continuous use can be made of a la,rge analogue computer
system it may not be an economic proposition: the technique of employ -
ing detachable patch panels to enable more than one simulation to be set
up and interchanged with others quickly, may be advantageous in certain
circumstances, but the a,nalogue computer cannot compete with the digital
system in terms of simultaneous usa,ge. The analogue computer works in
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real time or transfidYmed time and the effect of changing any para,meter
rnay be immediately observed; there is also no cost penalty involved in
carrying out investigations with a large number of different system con-
stants where this is desired. The independent variable is always time
although it is possible to use another quantity providing it may be
equated to time for the purposes of the simula,tion.

Since a,ll independent variables in the electronic analogue computer are
represented by voltages, care must be ta,ken, as previously mentioned, to
ensure that the maximum voltagethatan operational ampl'fier can produce
within its linear range is not exceeded during the simula,tion period. Any
output, may be continuously monitored and output wa,veforms displa,yed
on a storage oscilloscope or similar direct'ly-connected recording device.

Analogue computers a,re not always isolated from the externa,l environ-
ment and the electronic integrators will be sensitive to tempera,ture changes
causing varying drift, rates and therefore errors. Electronic integrators will
store their output values for only a limited time before capa,citor leakage
cunent c&uses significant enors. It is therefore dfficult to repeat precisely
a particular set of conditions at a later date. In a large number of applica,-
tions however, the repeatability accuracy will be sufficient for the problem
under consideration.

An analogue computer may be int'erfaced directly with actual system
hardware providing that only electrical signals cross the interface. It may
also be interfaced with a device whose internal characteristics are not
fully defined, subject to the same conditions, with regard to signals
crossing the interfa,ce.

An Example of an Electronic Analogue Sirnulation

This example considers the construction of an electronic analogue
model used in simulating the performance of a, proposed servo control
system for pointing a radar tra,cking antenna. The simulation considered
here is purely that of the hytlraulic drive, the antenna, a,nd its mounting.

An analogue model was chosen for the following reasons:

(i) It would be possible to directly interface the ana,logue model with
the hardware used to control the real system if required-with the
additions of a model of the swash plate control loop and some
device giving an electrical feedba,ck of antenna position or velocity.

(ii) The problem was principally concerned with optimising the
frequency response of the proposed servo system. This is easily
carried out on an analogue simulation by connecting a transfer
function analyser to obtain a direct readout of gain and phase
shift at each input frequency chosen.

(iii) A large number of variations of servo loop compensation terns
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could b-B tested in the minimum amount of time since the effects of
cbangei could be immediately observed.

The first stage in producing the model was to construct the block
diagram shown in n'ig. 8 using the available information as to the values
of the consta,nts listed in Ta,ble L The block diagram was prcduced by

Tesln I
Constants for system block diagram of n'ig. 8

Slnnbol Meaning Value and tlnits
B fluid bulk modulus
7 fluid volume

displacement consf s,nl,
roior inertia,
viscous damping
input oil flow
leakago flow
compressibility flow
digplacement flow
gea,r ra,],io

2.45 x 105 lbs/in.,
6.25 in.3
0.7 in.3/radian.
0.001 lb.ft sec.z
0.027 lb.ftlmd/sec.

in,3/sec.
in.3/sec,
in.3/sec.
59

J
Fr
4,"
a"
a.
a"
-l/
RT

F"

F^
k^

transmission compliance 2.18 x 106 lb.ft/rad.
a,ntenna inertia 167 lb. ft sec.2
viscous drag 310 1b.ft/rad/sec.
Mount inertia, 5,280 lb.ft sec.t
mount damping 34,400 lb.ft/rad/sec.
mount complie,nce 35 x 106 lb.ft/rad.

Transmission dead zone 
- t I minute of arc.

Final bearing coulomb friction 
- a 150 lb.ft.

j, denotes the lapleco opers,tor.

considering the basic laws of physics a,nd mecha,nics applied to each part
of the arrangement. Care must be taken to ensure the a,uthenticity of the
block diagram since any errors made at this stage will be ca,rtied through
the whole exercise and give rise to false information in the results obtained.

The next stage was to construct an analogue circuit diagram (tr'ig. 9)
based on the arra,ngement of the block diagra,m. If comparison is made
between the two diagra,ms of Tigs. 8 and g the similarities in the arrange-
ments should be immediately obvious. At each stage where a physica,l
integration occurs (for example, the application of a torque to a mass,with
inertia will give rise to acceleration which when integratecl gives a, velocity)
the analogue model dia,gram contains an electronic integra,tor. Each closed
loop in the model conesponds to a, closed loop in the origina,l block diagram.

The tra,nsfer function of each loop in the electronic ana,logue model is
designed to ha,ve the same tra,nsfer function as the cor:responding loop in
the original block diagram. n'or example, consider the reaction torque
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feedback loop in t{de block diagram, ignoring the transnission deadzone,
this has the tra,nsfer {unction:

{K,l N'p} $ p,\ {I lF + V Pipl\ : {zt,zoo lp} {r llt + (0.00U0.027)pl}

The electronic analogue loop has the transfer function:

{r000/p} {0.2 x r0 x 0.8e5/0.27 } {ri [1 + (0.0r/0.22)p]],

: {zt,zoolp} {t" l| + (0.0r/0.27)pl}

The scaling a,t each point in the model is based on that, selected for the
transmission dead zone. This was I volt : I minute of arc.

The Lransmission eompliance is

2.18 x 106 lb.ft/rad.
OT

635 lb.ft/minute of arc

1 Volt at (A) will produce 7 volts at (B) a torque analogue point in the
simulation, i.e.

7 volts : 635 lb.ft.
or

I volt : 90.8 lb.ft.

Since the coulomb friction was taken as 1150 lb.ft, then the setting of
the potentiometers at (B) will be tha,t which gives a, dead zone of 150/90.8
volts : l'65 volts, i.e.

potentiomete$ set to 0.0165 per unit.

The scaling of the output velocity at (C) will be obtained by considering
the value of the viscous drag term, that is 3f0lb.ft/rad/sec. 1.65 volts at
(C) results from 1.65 volts appearing on the right hand side ofthe coulomb
friction simulation which represents a useful torque of 150 lb.ft.

Therefore at (C) 1.65 volts : 150/310 rads/sec.

: 0.485 rads/sec.

At (C) f volt : 0.293 radsisec.
Tho scaling at every other point may be calculated in a similar manner.

Erample of Digital Simulatiou

The following set of differential equations is associated with a spacecraft
re-entry problem.

V' : 9,295 cos oc- 32.2 sin y
-0'00056022 {0'r29 + 0'0151632 (0'965+5'r oc)'}Z'P
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:9.295 qi$ q.*32.2 cos y + 0.00056022 (0.9651s.I a) Z2: -0'0000942I (0'2IW+0.44 q-0.026) V2

:0-y

: 200
: - 0.0204
: 0.0525

: 32.2
: cos(X6)*95 - sIN(Y2)*96 -;9*(0.r29 + 0.05r632*X?*X7): (SIN(xo)*C5 - CoS(Y2)*Co + Xe1'X7rYI
: - 0.0000942l*x8+(0.2r5,ry3 - 0.026 + 0.44+X6)
:Y3
: Y4_Y2
:0'96545'ri116
: YI*YI
: 0'00056022*X8

TTLE R,E.ENTR,Y PR,OBLEM
INTG KMVR,
TIME TMAX : 30, DELT : O.I
PR,NT YT, Y2, Y3, Y4

where :

DI=V'
D2=y'
D3=g'
D4=0'
XB = 0-y = a.

The program prints the date, time, a,nd a, copy ofthe input statements,

v
U,
0'
d

with the initia,l conditions:
V : 200, A - -0.0204,7 : 0, and e : O.O525at I : 0.

The derivation of these equations which represent the physical laws
goveming re-entry need not concern us. A simulation of this particular
re-entry would be intracta,ble by electroriic an&logue computer solely
because of their inherently low absolute accuracy, caused by noise and
other imperfections. This would cause severe problems in the caJculation
of a say, which is the difference of two small numbers. On the other hanrl
there are no real problems for the digital simulator in this case.

A complete problem definition may be written down directly in the
spaDr language (see Appendix l) as follows:
YI

,Y3
Y4
C5
C6
DT
D2
D3
D4
X6
x7
x8
x9
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and then tabulateeithe values of model time and the output variables,
with a title at the head ofeach page, see Ta,ble 2. The output variables may
also be plotted with the aid of the crlcorur plotter (n'igs. I0 and t t).

Fig. 10. Re.enny probkn Yl and, Y3.

TABLE 2

SPADE ANALOGUE SIMULATION PROGR,AM
DATE: 29/08/72 TIME: 16/08/06

' *{.,*PIiOBLEM INPUT STATEtr{INTSI***

O00O00r0 Yl:200
00000020 Y3 = -o 0204
00000030 Y4 = 00525
00000040 C5 = 9'295
00000050 C6 = 32'2
00000060 DI = COS(XG)*C6 - SIN(Y2)*C6-Xg*(0'129+ 0.051632*X?'*X7)
00000070 D2 = (srN(x6)*c6-cos(Y2x.c6 +xg*x?yYl
00000080 D3 - 0.0000942r*X8*(0.216,.y8 _ 0.026+0.44*X6)
00000090 D4: Y3
0000009r x6 = v4-v2
00000092 x7 : 0.965+5.1*x6
00000093 X8: Yl*Yr
00000094 Xs = 0.00056022{'X8
00000100 *
OOOOO1IO TTLX R,E-ENTR,Y PS,OBLEM
OOOOOT2O INTG KMVR,
00000130 TIME TMAX = 30, DELT = 01
00000140 PRNT Yl, v2, v3, A4
00000150 't

4,
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,R,E-XNTR,Y PR,OALEM
TrME .'A yr

{.0000E 00 2.0000D
1.0000E-01 2.0041D
2.0000E-01 2.009sD
3.0000E-01 2.0l4rn
4.0000E-01 2.0188D
5.0000E-01 2.o236D
6 00008-0t 2,02a4D
7.0000E - 0r 2.o332D
4.00008-01 2.0380D
9.0000E-01 2.0429D
1.00008 00 2.0477D
1.1000E 00 2.o525D
1.2000E 00 2.0573D
r.3000E 00 2.o622D

and so on-

y2 Y3
0.0000D 00 - 2.0400D - 02

-2.0073D-03 -1.7762D-02
-3.9336D-03 *1.5350D-02
-5.7688D- 03 - l.3l73D - 02

-7.5050D-03 - 1.1233D- 02

-9.1360D-03 -9.5997D*03
-1.0658D-02 -8,0560D_03
-1,2087D-02 -6.8016D_03
-1.3364D-02 -5.?532D_03
- 1.4548D-02 -4.8946D _ 03

-r.562tD-02 -4.2078D_03
-1.6586D-02 -3.6736D_03
-t.7446D-02 - 3.27r8D _ 03

-1.8205D-02 -2.9823D_03

THE MARCONI R,TVIE]]I/, TIIIR,D QUAX,TTR,, 1973

02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
o2

Y4
6.2500D -02
6.0594D -02
4.8940D -02
4.7 5t6D - 02
4.6298D - 02
4.526tD-02
4.4384D - 02
4.3643D- 02
4.3017D-02
4.2446D - 02
4,2032D - 02
4.1639D - 02
4.1293D -024.098ID-02

TIME

Idg. 11. Re-entrg probterft ye and, y4.

Conclurling Remarks

It ha,s been demonstrated that both digital and analogue simulations
have certain advanta,ges oyer each other in certain respects. However the
versa,tility of the digital computer has made it increasingly common and
accessible, and it is basically for this reason that digitai simulation is
often the more cost effective of the alternatives.
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APPENDIX 1
THE SPADE SIMI,T,ATION PROGRAM

spADE is a program which simula,tes a, continuous syst'em by eYaluating
t'he time response for a given set of initial conditions and inputs.

sp,lon simulation can be applied to a wide variety of problems. Typical
examples are, (i) in cont'rol engineering, a st'udy of the effectiveness of a,

control system, (ii) in applied mathemat'ics or mecha,nical engineering. a

solution of the response of a, system or model for which the equations of
motion can be written down but not solved in closed form, or (iii) in
m&thematics, the solution ofthe initial value problen for a set of ordinary
differential equations. sPADE can slso be used to evaluate the transient'
response of an electrical network after reduction of the problem to the
equiva,lent differential equations.

The sp,rnn input' la,nguage enables data to be prepared direct'ly frorn
either a block diagram or the differentia.l equations. The system is repre-
sented by a set of struct'ure statements (similar to FORTRAN assignment
statement's) which specify the functional blocks and their interconnections
as uell as the inil,ial condit'ions.

Provision is made for delay and' hysteresi's and such analogue devices as
integrators and lini,ters toget'her with the usual FoRTRAN functions in-
cluding sine, cosine, exponential and absolute value; and additional
spLln devices s;rc}' as rand,om number generators and arhi'trarg non-lineqr

functions are also available. Structure statements are built up using these
functions and spenn variables and operators in a free format; the state-
ments may be written in any order (with the exception of certain initial
conditions) since the program sorts thern int'o a logically correct sequence

before execution.
srlnn control statements specify the time step, the t'otal run time and

which ofthe va,riables are to be printed, as well as various other quantities.
The values of the output variables are tabulat'ed with the current value of
time at each time step, and separate programs are available which can
process this output information and (i) plot selected variables on the
cALcoMp graph plott'er in a format specified by the user, or (ii) transfer
selected variables via a disc to t'he interactive displa,ys of the Marconi
llyriad computer for processing by ltrn,rs (M;niad Interactive Datp
Analysis System).

sr"rln provides a range of integration procedures, from simple rect-
angular or trapezoidal integra,tion to complex predictor-corrector methods
with a,utomatic selection of order a,nd time step to meet a specified error
criterion. The variable step Kut'ta-Merson method is the most' generally
useful but in some cases a simpler oi more complicated method gives
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better results.;f special method suitable for stiff systems is also availa,ble.

The Sparle fnput Language

The input statements required by the spADE program are written in two
.sections, each terminaded by a line (ca,rd) conta,ining a single asterisk. The
frst section contains the structure of the system to be simula,ted and the
second section contains the control statenents to specify para,meters for
the run.

Structure Ststemeuts

The speon structure statements are a set of assignments which when
executed in the correct order calculate the derivatives of the dependent
variables with respect to the independent variable for given values of the
dependent and independent variables.

The statements are built up from srenn opera,nds, operators and
functions, a,s listed below.

Sparle Operanrle

Depend,ent oariablzs are designated bv Yz.f
Assignments to these variables are taken as initial values, and evaluated

once only, before commencement of the run. Any subset ofthese variables
may be used and a,ny variable to which an initial value is not assigned is
initialised to zero.

Deriuatiues of the d,epend,ent uariables are designated by Dz.
These are the derivatives of the coresponding Y variables with respect

to the independent variable. (D27 : (dldDy2l). For each y used the
corresponding D must be assigned.

The ind,epend,ent aariable is designated by T or TIME.
Audli.ary aariables are designated by Xn.
These variables are used to simplify the coding, avoid the repetition of

sub-expressions and also to allow the values of sub-expressions to be
ava,ilable as output.

Assi,gned, constants are designated by Cz.
These are calculated once only and then used in other expressions. tr'ot

€xample; if the value ofz.is required the function arc-tangent (ATNJ can
be used, for example C5 : 4*ATN(f). Constant a,ssignment expressions
and expressions assigning initia,l values to Y va,ria,bles ma,y only contain
constants and those assigned constants which were assigned earlier in the
data. This is beca,use constant assignments are not sorted before execution.

t ?z is e positive integer.
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Ior constants artiy valid ronrnE"r* number may be used provided that it
contains no intemal spaces.

Spade Operators

The following operators shown in Table 3 may be used; alternatives to
the conventional symbols for and "not" a,re given because
these symbols cannot, be entered from a teletype.

TAsr,r 3
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left parenthesis
right paronthesis
cor n&
equivalent
implios
equal
or

SIN sine
COS cosine
ATN arc-ta,ngent
TAN ta,ngont
EXP e).ponential
ABS absolute vs,luo

noii
noi,
gro&tor than
less than
plus
rninus
times
divide
divido with overflow check
to tho power of

TA.aLT 4

INT integer pa,rt
SQT square root
LOG natural logarithm
DBS decibels (20logr,)
TNH h].perbolic tangent
SGN sign (-1, 0, + r)

I
?

+

!

@o,
A and
& and

Spade Functione

Each splrn function is reprcsented by a tbree letter code such as SIN,
COS. Most of the usua,l I'oRTRAN functions are provided (note that the
name is not the sa,me in cases where the lontrur name is longer than three
letters) as well a,s special functions with application to simulation. The
simple functions are listecl in Table 4.

The mathematical definitions of the special sr.lnn functions are giv(it
below:

Limit er (tw o p ar arn'et er s)

y : I'IM (n, d" b):
Y : a' fr<ai
1t:I-d<I<ha
i:t,")r'.
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Lim,i,ter (one paip,meter)

g : LML (n, a):

Deail zonp (one paratneter)

g - DZt (r, a):

g : DLY (*, a):

Merntny
U : OLD (rl:

Re-settable flip-flnp

? : RST (a, b, c):

Btep Input
g : STP (c):

Ramp Input
g : RMP (a):

TEE MARcoNt RDvrEw, THrx,D eUAI.TEB, l97B

A : 0, t<ai U$) : r(t-a), t>a.

g : last value ofr.

z : last output;
g :0, a>ot
y:I,a<0,b>O1
g:o,a<o,b3o,c>0,2:l;
g : I, a<0, b 3;0, c>o, z :0i
y : O, a <O, b !O, c1;O, z : 0;
y:l,a<O,b<0,c<0,2:1.

U : -&, tx< -af
A = n,- di<n<a;
A : a' r>a-

Dead, zone (tuo pararnetere)

Y : -a' r<ai
U:DZN (r, a, b): U:0,a<n<b;

Y:n-b, >b'

Y : 1+a, u< -o'i
Y:0, -a<n<a;
Y : r-d', r>d.

Bhpe (Aaeleratinn\ Limiter
z : last output, lo : last time, gt : s,15, -1o;1'g : SLL (r, a\: z-p,r<z-pi
g : e, z-p <ft <z+pi
g : z+p, n>z+p.

Del,ay

!.

U : 0' t<ai
g - I, t2a.

Y:0,t.at
Y : t-a, t>a.

L-]-.

llIA,
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Pulse Input ,',t

s : PLS (4, D):

Hgsteresi's

g : HYS (x' a' b\:

Xunction Bwi'tck
g : IFF (r, a, b, c):

Input Swi,tch
g : SWT (*, a, b):

Arc Tangent ui'th twn Arguments
y : AT2 (rr q\:

Quantizer
gr : QNT (r, o):

Y :1, a4t<b;
g : 0 otherwise.

z : last output;
Y: -a, u<z+a,
a: -b, r>z+bi
,A :2, z+a<r <z+b.

y : &, rc<Oi A : b, r : 0; y : c, t>0.

A:o',e<0iA:b,x>O.

y : 
^rcten 

(nrlr2\.

y : ka, (h - *\ a c x <(lt + lla;
k: ... -3,-2,- l, 0. l.2.3...
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Noise Generator wi,th Normal' Di,stribut*n
y - GSS (a, 6):
Normal distribution of vi,riable y with nean a and
standa,rd deviation b.

Noise Generatar witk Undfurm Distribution
y : RAN (a, b):
Uniform distribution of va,riable
y between a and b.

Marimum
g : MAX (rt, x", r", . . . n.\t y: largest argument, z is arbitrary''

Mini,rnum
y : MIN (rr, tt, x". - . .un\: Y : smallest argument, zi is arbitrary'

Linear Interpolation on Arbitrary Bet od Data udtk Ind'er n
9 : AFN (r, n').
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The data for tftg function are given in the form:

An :.ru gt tz, Az, rs, Ua . . . . .sk, U*

The c and gr values are the data points which define the function arranged
in order of increasing a. Continuation lines are indica,tecl by a comma
after the last number on the preceding card.
Example: , I

A1 :0,0, r, 0,2. t, 3, 2,4,0,5,t :1 A .,
A'i,tlten Interpolation of Order m on Arbitrary Set of Data uith Ind,er n

y : Gn'N @, n, m)

The data, a,re presented in the same form as for AFN (r, rz) ,Example: ,l ,,--
G5 : 0, 0, t,0.5,2,0.75, 3, 0.90, 4,0.g7, 5,0.99, 6, r "-=--r,

Some care is required in deciding whether to use linear or higher order
interpolation. Although the higher order method would seem at first to
be more accurate this is only true for smooth curves. Linear interpolation
gives much more reliable results for a function with discontinuities.

Operation Hierarchy

Parentheses are used to specify that the expressions within these are to
be evaluated first, in the same way as normal a,lgebraic or FoRTT,AN
notation. Where it is not ovenuled by parentheses the order in which
operations are performed is as follows :

Operation
n'unction evaluation (SIN, COS)
Exponentiation (!)
Multiplication and division (*, i, o/o)

Addition and subtraction (*, -)
Comparison of value (>, :, <1
Not (-1, ?)

And (A, &)
o" (1, @)
Implies (Jf)
Equivalent (:)

Hierarakg
1st
2nd.
3rd
4th
5th
6rh
7th
8rh
9th

r oth

Operators with the same hierarchy are perfonned from left to right,
thus a+b/c is evaluated as (a*b)lc.
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n lppnntotx z
FAST FOIJnIER TRAIITSFORMS IN NON LII\IEAR SYSTEM

SIMULATION

The monsrrr program can simulate non-linear systems which can
described by an equation of ihe foru :

z(D)v(t) : v lt) + K It H Q -,)tltr(r))d,r,

wherc Z(D) is a matrix linear differential operator of order zr,

l1(r) is a matrix of impulse responses of order z,
v and v, are z-dimensional column vectors,
f is an z-fimensiona,l function of an n-vector,
ff is a scalar,

and z is an integer > 0.
This is done by Fourier transforming to :

Z(.o\V(o,) : \ 1@) + KE(a\7flF-I tf (a\1,

wbere I is the Tourier transform operator.
The Picard itera,tion :

Vt.*r(.) : Z-t(a\ 1r(a) + Z-I(a) KH(o) 9tl9-LYv(a\l'
with

Vs(@): Z-t(al Y 1(o\'

is then performed numerically until Vu*, differs by less 6han a desired
amount from Vs. This is achieved by using the n'ast n'ourier Transform as
an approximation to the Fourier Transform 9<3). The iteration, equation
(4), will not always converge, however it, is always possible to modify the
original equation so that convergence will occur. The above method is a
very fast and useful means of ffnding the frequency characteristics of a
mildly non-linear system, and hence of simulating such a system.
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